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Overview

Quantum mechanics describes the behaviour of very small things:  
atoms, photons, subatomic particles.  It has has a strong claim to 
be the most successful physical theory ever devised.

However:

• The theory is based on mathematical entities whose physical 
meaning (or even existence!) is utterly opaque.

•  The physically well-understood parts of the theory are 
completely operational --- and hence unsuitable as a basis for 
a “theory of everything”

• Taking quantum mechanics seriously as a basis for everything 
asks logical questions regarding what can and cannot be a 
“proposition”.
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Quantum Computation

Quantum systems are very expensive to simulate computationally.  
This gave rise to the idea of using a quantum system as a 
computer!

• Quantum computers can do some algorithms very fast, e.g. 
factoring.

• QC gives a provable speed-up for certain communication 
tasks

• QC makes certain tasks possible which are impossible 
classically.

But it remains unknown whether there is a difference between 
quantum computers and classical ones in terms of time 
complexity.
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What is the structure?

Mathematically QM is formalised over complex Hilbert spaces, an 
80 formalism that was thought flawed by its creator John von 
Neumann.

In this program we aim to use categorical analysis to reconstruct 
quantum mechanics in terms of minimal algebraic structures:

• discover the mathematical heart of the theory

• suggest constraints on succesor theories e.g. quantm gravity

• clarify the relationship between quantum and classical 
computation

• suggest new primitives for the design of quantum 
programming languages
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According to wikipedia, category theory:

• “deals in an abstract way with mathematical structures and 
relationships between them.”

Study QM using the tools of category theory to find which 
structures are responsible for quantum phenomena.

• find other models of those structures

• use these structures as a translation between different 
quantum settings

• manipulate these structures directly for easier calculations

- diagrammatic notation!

Categorical approach
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Outline for this talk

• Introduction to quantum mechanics

• Birkhoff and von Neumann’s quantum logic

• Formalising quantum mechanics in categorical language

• Tensor sum logic -- sequents and proofnets

• Entanglement and polycategories

• Generalised proof-nets
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Outline for part 2

• Complementarity observables in quantum mechanics

• Graphical presentation of monoidal categories

• Classicality, Frobenius algebras, and observables

• Categorical formulation of complementarity

• Some examples from quantum computation
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Quantum Mechanics

Overview of the physical theory
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Quantum Mechanics (Abridged)

1.  Quantum states are represented by unit vectors in a complex 
Hilbert space.

2.  The state space formed by combining two or more systems is 
the tensor product of their individual state spaces

3.  For each discrete time step, an undisturbed quantum system 
evolves according to a unitary operator acting on its state space 

...but the quantum state is not directly accessible... more on this later!

|010! := |0! " |1! " |0! # 2 " 2 " 2 = Q3

|0! , |1! , 1!
2
(|0! + |1!) " 2 =: Q

X, Z, H : Q! Q "X,"Z : Q2 ! Q2
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unless      and      are orthogonal [Wooters & Zurek 1982]

Theorem:  There are no quantum operations D such that 

D : |!! "# |!! $ |!!
D : |"! "# |"! $ |"!

No-Cloning and No-Deleting

unless      and      are orthogonal [Pati & Braunstein 2000]

Theorem:  There are no quantum operations E such that 

E : |!! "# |0!
E : |"! "# |0!

|!!

|!!

|!!

|!!
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Quantum Observables

Each observable quantity O is represented as self-adjoint  
operator                                :

• The possible values of O are the eigenvalues     of 

• When we observe O for a system in state     , there is 
probability             of observing     .

• If     is the outcome of the measurement, the system is then 
in state      .

In general, measuring       then      will give a different answer than 
measuring      first!

Not every quantum observable is well defined at the same time.

Ô =
!

i !i |ei! "ei|
!i Ô

|!!
!ei | !"2 !i

!i

|ei!
O1 O2

O2
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The following 1-qubit unitaries are the Pauli spin matrices:

X =
!

0 1
1 0

"
Y =

!
0 !i
i 0

"
Z =

!
1 0
0 !1

"

Pauli Matrices
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Some properties:
1. Paulis are self adjoint - i.e. they define measurements.

The following 1-qubit unitaries are the Pauli spin matrices:

X =
!

0 1
1 0

"
Y =

!
0 !i
i 0

"
Z =

!
1 0
0 !1

"

Pauli Matrices
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Some properties:
1. Paulis are self adjoint - i.e. they define measurements.

The following 1-qubit unitaries are the Pauli spin matrices:

X =
!

0 1
1 0

"
Y =

!
0 !i
i 0

"
Z =

!
1 0
0 !1

"

Pauli Matrices

|0!

|1!

|+!|!"
|!i"

|+i!

2. Their eigenvectors form a set of 3 Mutually Unbiassed Bases
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3. They form a basis for 

Some properties:
1. Paulis are self adjoint - i.e. they define measurements.

The following 1-qubit unitaries are the Pauli spin matrices:

X =
!

0 1
1 0

"
Y =

!
0 !i
i 0

"
Z =

!
1 0
0 !1

"

Pauli Matrices

2 ! 2

|0!

|1!

|+!|!"
|!i"

|+i!

2. Their eigenvectors form a set of 3 Mutually Unbiassed Bases
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3. They form a basis for 

Some properties:
1. Paulis are self adjoint - i.e. they define measurements.

The following 1-qubit unitaries are the Pauli spin matrices:

X =
!

0 1
1 0

"
Y =

!
0 !i
i 0

"
Z =

!
1 0
0 !1

"

Pauli Matrices

2 ! 2

|0!

|1!

|+!|!"
|!i"

|+i!

2. Their eigenvectors form a set of 3 Mutually Unbiassed Bases

!= 2 " 2
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Z =
!

1 0
0 !1

"
X =

!
0 1
1 0

"

X and Z Spins

! |0!+ " |1!

|0!
!

p=
!
2

|1!

!
p
=

"
2

|+!

p
=

(!
+

"
)/

2 2
"

|"!

p=
(!!

")/2 2

"

We can measure the spin of qubit |!! = " |0! + # |1!
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Z =
!

1 0
0 !1

"
X =

!
0 1
1 0

"

X and Z Spins

We can measure the spin of qubit |!! = " |0! + # |1!

|0!

|0!
!

p=
1

|1!

!
p
=

0

|+!

p
=

1
/
2

"

|"!

p=
1/2

"
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Z =
!

1 0
0 !1

"
X =

!
0 1
1 0

"

X and Z Spins

We can measure the spin of qubit |!! = " |0! + # |1!

(|0!+ |1!)/
"

2

|0!
!

p=
1/

2

|1!

!
p
=

1/
2

|+!

p
=

1
"

|#!

p=
0

"
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Entangled States

A state                     is called separable if                             ; 
otherwise it is called entangled;   i.e. it must be written as:

|!! " A#B |!! = |!A! " |!B!

|!! = |!A! " |!B!+ |"A! " |"B!
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Entangled States

A state                     is called separable if                             ; 
otherwise it is called entangled;   i.e. it must be written as:

Example 1:                                    is separable|00! = |0! " |0!

|!! " A#B |!! = |!A! " |!B!

|!! = |!A! " |!B!+ |"A! " |"B!
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Entangled States

A state                     is called separable if                             ; 
otherwise it is called entangled;   i.e. it must be written as:

Example 1:                                    is separable|00! = |0! " |0!

Example 2:                                                is separable|00! + |01! + |10! + |11!

|!! " A#B |!! = |!A! " |!B!

|!! = |!A! " |!B!+ |"A! " |"B!
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Entangled States

A state                     is called separable if                             ; 
otherwise it is called entangled;   i.e. it must be written as:

Example 1:                                    is separable|00! = |0! " |0!

Example 2:                                                is separable|00! + |01! + |10! + |11!

= (|0!+ |1!)" (|0!+ |1!)

|!! " A#B |!! = |!A! " |!B!

|!! = |!A! " |!B!+ |"A! " |"B!
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Entangled States

A state                     is called separable if                             ; 
otherwise it is called entangled;   i.e. it must be written as:

Example 1:                                    is separable|00! = |0! " |0!

Example 2:                                                is separable|00! + |01! + |10! + |11!

= (|0!+ |1!)" (|0!+ |1!)
= |++!

|!! " A#B |!! = |!A! " |!B!

|!! = |!A! " |!B!+ |"A! " |"B!
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Entangled States

A state                     is called separable if                             ; 
otherwise it is called entangled;   i.e. it must be written as:

|!! " A#B |!! = |!A! " |!B!

|!! = |!A! " |!B!+ |"A! " |"B!

Example 3:                                     is entangled|Bell1! = |00! + |11!
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Entangled States

A state                     is called separable if                             ; 
otherwise it is called entangled;   i.e. it must be written as:

|!! " A#B |!! = |!A! " |!B!

|!! = |!A! " |!B!+ |"A! " |"B!

Example 4:                                                    is entangled|H! = |00!+ |01!+ |10! " |11!

Example 3:                                     is entangled|Bell1! = |00! + |11!
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Entanglement and Measurement

• Entangled states consist of two or more systems which can 
be shared between distant parties

• If one party measures their system the other system can be 
affected.

|0!A |0!B + |1!A |1!B Initial shared state
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Entanglement and Measurement

• Entangled states consist of two or more systems which can 
be shared between distant parties

• If one party measures their system the other system can be 
affected.

|0!A |0!B + |1!A |1!B

|1!A |1!B|0!A |0!B

p = 1/2 p = 1/2Alice
measures

Initial shared state
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Entanglement and Measurement

• Entangled states consist of two or more systems which can 
be shared between distant parties

• If one party measures their system the other system can be 
affected.

|0!A |0!B + |1!A |1!B

|1!A |1!B|0!A |0!B

p = 1/2 p = 1/2Alice
measures

|0!A |0!B
|1!A |1!B

p = 1 p = 1 Bob
measures

Initial shared state
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Map-State Duality

Recall that there is an isomorphism :

In particular:

A ! B != A"B

Since they form a basis we can measure with them.

I =
!

1 0
0 1

"
!" |00#+ |11# =: |Bell1#

X =
!

0 1
1 0

"
!" |01#+ |10# =: |Bell2#

Z =
!

1 0
0 $1

"
!" |00# $ |11# =: |Bell3#

XZ =
!

0 $1
1 0

"
!" |01# $ |10# =: |Bell4#
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Quantum Teleportation 

BobAlice
Audrey

|!! |00! + |11!
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!00| + !11|

Quantum Teleportation 

BobAlice
Audrey

|!! |00! + |11!
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!00| + !11|

Quantum Teleportation 

BobAlice
Audrey

|!! |00! + |11!

|!!
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Quantum Teleportation 

BobAlice
Audrey

|!! |00! + |11!

|!!

X

!01| + !10|
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Quantum Teleportation 

BobAlice
Audrey

|!! |00! + |11!

|!!

X

X

!01| + !10|
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Quantum Teleportation 

BobAlice
Audrey

|!! |00! + |11!

|!!

X

XZ

!01| "! 10|
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Quantum Teleportation 

BobAlice
Audrey

|!! |00! + |11!

|!!

X

X

Z

Z

!01| "! 10|
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Channels via entanglement

Bennett at al:

Teleporting an unknown quantum state via dual classical and EPR channels, PRL, 1993

This suggests that the type of an entangled pair should be the 
linear type             rather than the usual             .Q Q

“Note that qubits are a directed channel resource, sent 
in a particular direction from the sender to the receiver;  
by contrast [entangled pairs] are an undirected resource 
shared between the sender and receiver.”

Q! Q
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More Entanglement
Entanglement can be used for a lot more than just transmitting 
information:

MBQC is a universal model of computation which is based on the 
flow of information through large entangled states. 
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Quantum Logic

The Birkhoff-von Neumann approach and its problems
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A small historical detour

Quantum logic was an attempt to do two things at once:

• Develop a logic that took the limitations of knowledge 
imposed by quantum mechanics seriously;

• Re-found quantum theory on a more abstract logical basis.

It is a “Tarskian” approach based purely on what the propositions 
mean, and not at all concerned with the proofs.
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Propositions and projectors

A proposition is a question with a yes/no answer:

   A = “Is the spin up?”

but the answer will be given by a quantum measurement: 

hence each proposition corresponds to a pair of orthogonal 
subspaces.

The “lattice of propositions” is simply the collection of closed 
subspaces ordered under inclusion.

! |= A ! pA |!" = |!"

!

!

X!XZ Z!
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Distributivity Fails

In general we have                         which implies the failure of 
distributivity.  

Consider:

we have 

hence such a lattice is not distributive.  
(It does satisfy a weaker law called orthomodularity which I won’t discuss.)

pApB != pBpA

A

A!

B

B!

! = (A "B) # (A! "B) $= (A #A!) "B = B
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No deduction theorem

Theorem:  Suppose we can define a connective      such that 

then the lattice is distributive.

Corollary:  Quantum logic does not admit modus ponens.

Note that the sub-lattice defined by any set of commuting 
projectors is just a boolean lattice.

!
A !X " B # X " A$ B
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No “good” tensor product

Given finite dimensional Hilbert spaces      and      ,  we can 
construct their subspace lattices            and           .  In fact this is 
a functor:

But what about the tensor product?

To date no one has been able to find a tensor product on          
to make this functor monoidal.  (Probably it does not exist).

H1 H2

L(H2)L(H1)

L : FDHilb! OML

L(H1)! L(H2) = L(H1 !H2) ?

OML
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Quantum logic today

The failure of both sequential and parallel modes of composition 
in quantum logic means that the projection lattice approach 
cannot support any notion of process.

Hence for quantum computation, a new approach must be found.

Some modern developments based on quantum logic:

• The topos approach:  essentially aims to get back realism by 
working in a suitable topos;  Isham, Döring, Butterfield;  
Heunen, Landsman, Spitters.

• Jacobs and Heunen have shown that the lattice of subobjects 
in a dagger-kernel category is orthomodular;  hence we can 
carry out quantum logic internally in a suitable categorical 
model.
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Propositions as types for QM

A logic based on processes not properties
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Proofs and processes

A long tradition in computer science is to treat the proof as the 
more important object.  

• Propositions are types.

• Many different proofs of the same theorem, processes 
producing output of that type.

• Different possibilities for equivalence of proofs:  denotational/
static vs operational/dynamic.
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General Scheme

Categorical
Structure Logic

Rewriting system
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The Curry-Howard-Lambek 
correspondence

Cartesian closed
categories

Intuitionistic 
Logic

Simply typed
λ-calculus
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What is the quantum version?

• We want a logic of “quantum processes”

Some hints as to what this should be:

• entangled systems can’t be described by a Cartesian product

• map-state duality suggests we should have a “function-type”

• no-cloning and no-deleting imply that the underlying setting 
should be linear

• ....however we still need some way to represent non-
determinism
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†-compact closed
categories with

biproducts

Our approach:

Tensor-sum 
logic

Generalised
self-dual

proof-nets
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The connectives

conjunction disjunction

Classical logic

! !¬(A !B) = ¬A " ¬B

¬(A !B) = ¬A " ¬B

¬¬A = A
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The connectives

conjunction disjunction

multiplicative

additive

Linear logic
(MALL)

!
!&

A!! = A

(A!B)! = A! B!

(A B)! = A! !B!

(A&B)! = A! !B!

(A!B)! = A!&B!
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The connectives

multiplicative

additive

Tensor-sum logic

(A!B)! = A! !B!

(A!B)! = A! !B!

A!! = A
!
!
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A professional opinion:

“One must leave it in the 
department of atrocities...” 

J.-Y. Girard, The Blind Spot, 2006
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A professional opinion:

“One must leave it in the 
department of atrocities...” 

J.-Y. Girard, The Blind Spot, 2006

&

“Here one witnesses a frank divorce between 
the logical viewpoint and the category-theoretic 
viewpoint, for which ⊗ =     is not absurd. 
Thus, in algebra, the tensor is often equal to 
the cotensor, for instance in finite dimensional 
vector spaces ... This remark illustrates the gap 
separating logic and categories, by the way 
quite legitimate activities, that one should not 
try to crush one upon another.”
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QM in Compact Categories

Putting quantum mechanics in more general setting
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Dagger categories

Defn:  A dagger category is a category equipped with a 
contravariant, involutive functor       which is the identity on 
objects.  

Defn:  an arrow                   is called unitary if and only if:

Defn:  A monoidal category is dagger monoidal if        is strict 
monoidal and in addition all the structure isomorphisms are 
unitary.

(·)†

f : A! B

f† ! f = 1A f ! f† = 1B

(·)†
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The Category FDHilb

FDHilb is the category of finite dimensional complex Hilbert 
spaces.  It is †-monoidal with the following structure.

• Objects: finite dimensional Hilbert spaces,             etc

• Arrows: all linear maps

• Tensor: usual (Kronecker) tensor product;  

•     is the usual adjoint (conjugate transpose)

A linear map                  picks out exactly one vector.  It is a ket 
and                   is the corresponding bra.

Hence                        is the inner product           .

A,B, C,

I = C
f†

! : I ! A
!† : A! I

!† ! " : I " I !! | ""
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Compact Closed Categories

Defn:  A compact closed category is symmetric monoidal category 
where every object    has a chosen dual object      and unit and 
counit maps:

!A : I ! A! "A
"A : A"A! ! I

such that:

A
!=! A" I

idA " !A! A" (A! "A)

A

idA

"
#

!=
I "A #

"A " idA
(A"A!)"A

#

"

(and the same for the dual)

A A!
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Names

In any compact closed category we have:

[A,B] != [I,A! "B]

via the name          of !f" f : A! B

I
!A! A! !A

A! !B

idA! ! f

"

!f"
!

and dually, the coname:  !f" : A!B! " I
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Trace

Prop:  Every compact category is traced via
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Scalars

In any monoidal category call the endomorphisms            the 
scalars.  Define a natural transformation:

Evidently: 

Prop:  In any monoidal category the scalars form a commutative 
monoid.

Defn:  In any traced category we can define 

s • f = A
!=! I !A

s"f! I !B
!=! B

I != [I, I]

dimA = Tr(1A)

I ! I
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Dagger compactness

Defn:  A compact category is dagger compact if it is dagger 
monoidal, and also

!A = "A!,A ! #†A.

!, " : I ! A

!! | "" := !† # "

Defn: let                       be points in a dagger category.  Their 
inner product is defined by:
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Compact Structure of FDHilb
In FDHilb the compact structure is given by the maps:

whenever          is a basis for    and          is the corresponding 
basis for the dual space 

d : 1 !"
!

i

ai # ai e : ai # ai !" 1

{ai}i {ai}iA
A!
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Compact Structure of FDHilb
In FDHilb the compact structure is given by the maps:

whenever          is a basis for    and          is the corresponding 
basis for the dual space 

|00!+ |11!"
2

In the case of      the map    picks out the Bell state

which is the simplest example of quantum entanglement.

2 d

d : 1 !"
!

i

ai # ai e : ai # ai !" 1

{ai}i {ai}iA
A!
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Zero

Defn:  a zero object is both initial and terminal.

The unique maps to and from 0 given zero morphisms for eveyr 
pair of objects:

Prop:  If the category is monoidally closed, then we have

for all objects    .

A ! 0 ! B

A! 0 "= 0
A
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Biproducts

Defn:  a biproduct                                 is both a product and a 
coproduct.  In the n-ary case we have injections and projections

such that:

Defn: a dagger category with biproducts has dagger biproducts iff:

!"! : C # C $ C

Ai
qi!

n!

k=1

Ak
pj! Aj

pj ! qi =
!

idAi if i = j
0Ai

Aj
otherwise

pj = q†i
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More biproducts

Defn:  in a category with biproducts define addition of parallel 
arrows by:

Theorem [Houston] : every compact category with products 
has biproducts.

A
f + g ! B

A!A

!

"

f ! g
! B !B

"

#
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Quantum mechanics, again!

The theory takes place in a dagger compact category with dagger 
biproducts    :

• State spaces are objects    of   .

• States are points                 .

• Compound systems are formed via the tensor product.

• Basis state transforms are unitary maps.

• The action of measurement is given by a choice of 
projections:

C
CA

! : I ! A

!Mi"i : A #
!

i

I
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Example:  teleportation
We have a category with an object Q and two unitary maps 

Teleportation makes use of the compact structure in an essential 
way to give the preparation and projection onto the Bell state:

The Bell basis measurement is encoded as:

This example is stolen from [AC04]

x : Q! Q

z : Q! Q

!!1Q", !x", !z", !xz"" : Q#Q! $ (I % I % I % I)

!1Q" : I ! Q! "Q

#1Q$ : Q"Q! ! I
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Example: Teleportation

Q
!1Q"! Q! (Q! !Q)

! ! (Q!Q!)!Q

(I " I " I " I)!Q

##1Q$, #x$, #z$, #xz$$ ! 1Q

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

%=

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

1Q " x† " z† " (xz)†

"

!

!
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Example: Teleportation

Q
!1Q"! Q! (Q! !Q)

! ! (Q!Q!)!Q

(I " I " I " I)!Q

##1Q$, #x$, #z$, #xz$$ ! 1Q

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

%=

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

1Q " x† " z† " (xz)†

"

!

!

Prepare Bell state
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Example: Teleportation

Q
!1Q"! Q! (Q! !Q)

! ! (Q!Q!)!Q

(I " I " I " I)!Q

##1Q$, #x$, #z$, #xz$$ ! 1Q

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

%=

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

1Q " x† " z† " (xz)†

"

!

!

Relocalise
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Example: Teleportation

Q
!1Q"! Q! (Q! !Q)

! ! (Q!Q!)!Q

(I " I " I " I)!Q

##1Q$, #x$, #z$, #xz$$ ! 1Q

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

%=

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

1Q " x† " z† " (xz)†

"

!

!

Bell basis measurement
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Example: Teleportation

Q
!1Q"! Q! (Q! !Q)

! ! (Q!Q!)!Q

(I " I " I " I)!Q

##1Q$, #x$, #z$, #xz$$ ! 1Q

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

%=

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

1Q " x† " z† " (xz)†

"

!

!

Classical communication
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Example: Teleportation

Q
!1Q"! Q! (Q! !Q)

! ! (Q!Q!)!Q

(I " I " I " I)!Q

##1Q$, #x$, #z$, #xz$$ ! 1Q

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

%=

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

1Q " x† " z† " (xz)†

"

!

!
Unitary correction
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Example: Teleportation

Q
!1Q"! Q! (Q! !Q)

! ! (Q!Q!)!Q

(I " I " I " I)!Q

##1Q$, #x$, #z$, #xz$$ ! 1Q

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

%=

"

Q"Q"Q"Q

1Q " x† " z† " (xz)†

"

!

!

Specification
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Terminology

The phrase “dagger-compact category with dagger-biproducts” is 
a bit much to say.

• I will call this structure an AC-category, although this 
terminology is not standard.
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Terminology

The phrase “dagger-compact category with dagger-biproducts” is 
a bit much to say.

• I will call this structure an AC-category, although this 
terminology is not standard.

“AC” is for Abramsky & Coecke who launched the program of 
studying quantum computation using such categories in their LiCS 
paper of 2004.  (More on this in part 2!)

A C
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Free construction

Rather than consider an arbitrary such category, we will use the 
free AC-category generated by a category.

• For practical reasons, we may be forced to build our quantum 
systems out of a limited set of building blocks.

• We want to analyse non-structural equations separately

• We want a full completeness result relating our syntax and 
semantics.

• Choosing a category of generators means that obtaining cut-
elimination for the logic is easy despite the presence of non-
logical axioms.
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The free AC-category on a category

• The basic types and data transforms are given by the 
underlying category    . 

• These provide the atoms and axioms of the logic

• Freely add structure to get 

Example:  let     be the category with one object      and the Pauli 
maps as arrows.  Then         can represent many teleportation-like 
protocols.

Cat
F !
!"
U

ACCat

A

FA

FQ
Q Q
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Factorising the free functor
Given the free dagger, the free compact closure, and the free 
biproduct:

the construction of the free AC-category can be factorised as:

Cat
F† !
!" InvCat Cat

FKL!
!" Com

Cat
F! !
!" BipCat

F = F! ! FKL ! F†
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The free dagger

To obtain          we simply add formal adjoints      for each    in    .

• Suppose that     is monoidal and let    be structure map for 
the monoidal structure.

• to go from the         to the free dagger-monoidal we simply 
have to identify      with the        already in A

• The same is true for any structure S in A:  to get the free 
dagger-S we must identify certain adjoints with maps in A

Hence the free dagger-S on      is the free dagger then the free S.

Cat
F† !
!"
U

InvCat

F†A ff†

!

A
A

F†A
!† !!1

A
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The free biproduct

Lemma:  Let C be a monoidal category with biproducts.  Then 
there is a natural isomorphism

Hence we can assume all the objects are in “disjunctive normal 
form” and ignore the monoidal structure.

Cat
F! !
!"
U

BipCat

A! (B " C)
!=! (A!B)" (A! C)
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The structure of        .

Prop:  each arrow                                          defines a matrix:

where each                      , defined by 

is a summation of arrows of                 .

Further, composition in           is exactly matrix multiplication.

f :
!

i

Ai
!

!

j

Bj

F!A

!

"#
f11 · · · f1n
...

...
fm1 · · · fmn

$

%&

fij : Ai ! Bj

fij = pBj ! f ! qAi

A(Ai, Bj)

F!A
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Loops

Cyclic structures are very important in the study of compact 
categories.  In particular,  they give rise to scalars.

Defn: the loops     of a category    are equivalence classes of 
endomorphisms, where each composite 

is equivalent to each of its cyclic permutations.

Let      denote the free commutative monoid generated by    .

A
f1! A1

f2! · · · fi! Ai
fi+1! A

L

L!L"
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The structure of           .

Defn:  a signed set is a set     equipped with a function 

Theorem (Kelly-Laplaza) :  The objects of            are given by 
the free              algebra on the objects of    .

Each arrow                  of            is determined uniquely by the 
following data:

• an involution    on the signed set 

• a functor 

• an element    of

Note that 

FKLA
(!, I, !) A

f : A! B FKLA

! A! !B

v : ! ! A
µ !L"

FKLA(I, I) = !L"

X X ! {+,"}

FKLA
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The structure of           .FKLA
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Tensor-Sum Logic

The proof theory of compact categories and biproducts
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Tensor-Sum Logic

Tensor-sum logic is a Gentzen system, deisgned to capture the 
structure of the free AC-category on some generators    .

• Essentially it is MALL with self-dual connectives

• Every proof has an interpretation as an arrow of 

• Every arrow of        has a corresponding proof

• The system is cut-eliminating, and the cut-elimination 
procedure is sound wrt the interpretation.

A

FA
FA
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Tensor-Sum Logic

Tensor-sum logic is a Gentzen system, deisgned to capture the 
structure of the free AC-category on some generators    .

• Essentially it is MALL with self-dual connectives

• Every proof has an interpretation as an arrow of 

• Every arrow of        has a corresponding proof

• The system is cut-eliminating, and the cut-elimination 
procedure is sound wrt the interpretation.

A

FA
FA

It has some oddities as a logical system:

• Every entailment            is derivable with a zero proof

• Self-duality allows the formation of self-cuts
- the empty sequent is derivable in many inequivalent ways

A ! B
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Syntax

Defn:  an LTS formula is generated by the following grammar

where the atoms A are chosen from the objects of a category    . 

Given a formula, define its De Morgan dual by:

Note that the negation occurs only on atoms.

A
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Syntax

Defn:  an LTS sequent is of the form 

where    and     are lists of LTS formulas and L is a loop expression, 
generated by following grammar:

where A ranges over the loops of    .

! ! " ; L

L ::= A | L · L | L + L

A

! !
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Inference Rules
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Inference Rules
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Inference Rules
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Semantics
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Semantics
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Cut-elimination

Theorem:  If    is proof of                  then there is a proof     of 
the same sequent which does not use the cut rule, and further 
such that                 .

! ! ! " ; L !!

!!" = !!!"
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Proof-nets for LTS

A fully complete term calculus for AC-categories
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What are proof-nets?

Unlike the normalisation process for intuitionistic natural 
deduction, cut-elimination in sequent calculi does not produce a 
unique normal form for most proofs.

• Essentially the need to produce a  sequent proof forces an 
unneeded sequentialisation on inference rules which can 
occur in any order.

• Sequent calculi are poor carriers for the computational 
content of logic, even it this content is very clear

Girard introduced the notion of proof-nets for to provide a well 
behaved term calculus for multiplicative linear logic (MLL).  

• we’ll use MLL to introduce the main ideas of proof-nets
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MLL Proof-nets

A proof structure is a graph built from the following components:

DR-criterion:  a proof-structure is a proof-net if every switching 
is connected and acyclic.
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MLL Proof-nets

Every MLL proof corresponds to a unique proof-net;  every 
proof-net can be sequentialised to (non-unique) MLL proof

! !, X, Y, "
! !, X Y, " Par ! !, X ! Y, "

! !, X " Y, " Times

! A!, A
Id ! !, X ! X!,"

! !," Cut

connected

not connected

not connected
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MLL proof-nets

Proof-nets enjoy cut-elimination:  the key step is the following:

cut

id

This cut elimination process captures the dynamics of information 
flow throughout the graph.
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MLL proof-nets

Proof-nets enjoy cut-elimination:  the key step is the following:

This cut elimination process captures the dynamics of information 
flow throughout the graph.

(Can you see the quantum teleportation protocol yet?)
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MLL proof-nets

This cut elimination process is strongly normalising.  The normal 
forms have determined by two pieces of data:

★  The formulae of the conclusions

★  A fix point free involution on the atoms.
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This semantic component is the real content of the space of proofs

MLL proof-nets

This cut elimination process is strongly normalising.  The normal 
forms have determined by two pieces of data:

★  The formulae of the conclusions

★  A fix point free involution on the atoms.

identity twist
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LTS proof-nets i.

Defn:  an LTS proof-slice is a finite graph, whose edges are labelled 
by LTS formulae, and whose vertices are chosen from the 
following links:
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LTS proof-nets ii.

Defn:  an LTS proof-slice is a finite graph, whose edges are labelled 
by LTS formulae, and whose vertices are chosen from the 
following links:
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LTS proof-nets ii.

Defn:  an LTS proof-slice is a finite graph, whose edges are labelled 
by LTS formulae, and whose vertices are chosen from the 
following links:

The devil lives here.
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LTS proof-nets iii.

Defn:  an LTS proof-box is a finite multi-set of LTS proof-slices all 
sharing the same premises and conclusions.  (The empty box may 
have any type).

We can define the depth of proof-boxes and proof-slices by 
mutual recursion.  Then:

Defn:  An LTS proof-net is a proof-box of finite depth.
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Example
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Basic Properties

Prop:  Every LTS sequence proof can be translated into a unique 
proof-net

Prop:  Every LTS proof-net can be translated into a (non-unique) 
sequent proof.

Prop:  Every LTS proof-net has a denotation in the AC-category 
generated by the category of axioms    .

FA
A
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Normalisation

Defn: Call a proof-net normal if 

• none of its slices contain a box

• every slice has the form:

only premise, cotensor, coplus links

only conclusion, tensor, plus links

an arrow of FKLA
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Normalisation

Theorem: Every LTS proof-net is equivalent to a unique normal 
proof-net;  further this normal form can be discovered by a 
strongly normalising rewrite system.

Proof:  Lots of rewrite rules, and LOTS of critical pairs to show 
confluence.  Termination by “multiplying out” the box structure.

Rather than show the full rewrite system,  we consider an 
example which shows how the normalisation process to capture 
the dynamics of quantum information protocols.
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Example: teleportation

The shared Bell state and the input qubit:
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Example: teleportation

The Bell basis measurement
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Example: teleportation

The classically controlled corrections:
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Example: teleportation
The whole protocol:
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Example: teleportation
The whole protocol:
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Example: teleportation
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Example: teleportation
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Example: teleportation
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Example: teleportation
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Example: teleportation
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Example: teleportation
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Example: teleportation
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Example: teleportation

X2 = 1Q

Y 2 = 1QZ2 = 1Q
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Example: teleportation
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Full completeness theorem

Theorem:  Let     be a category.  Then there is an equivalence of 
categories between the free AC-category        and the proof-net 
category            .

A
FA

PN(A)
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Compact Polycategories

An abstract approach to general entanglement
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A bit more on entanglement

Defn:  a quantum state                            is called separable if 
there exist states                      and                        such that 

In this case       is the name of 

 This definition depends on the partition of           .  Call       
globally separable if there exists a permutation 

such that             is separable.

|!! : I " A#B
|!A! : I " A |!B! : I " B

|!! = |!A! " |!B!
|!!

A! !!A|!! I
|!B"! B

A!B |!!

! : A!B "= A! !B!

! ! |""
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A bit more on entanglement

Lemma: Let         be n-dimensional Hilbert spaces;  then           
is unitary if and only if         is maximally entangled.

Proof:  Let     be an orthonormal basis for   .  Then 

 

Since   is unitary,      forms an orthonormal basis for     and via 
this Schmidt decomposition we can derive that

Conversely, if      is maximally entangled then its Schmidt 
decomposition defines a unitary directly.

A,B f : A! B
!f"

ai A

!f" = (idA! ! f) " !A = (idA! ! f)(
!

i

a!i ! ai) =
!

i

a!i ! fai.

f fai B

!A! = !B =
1
n

.

|!!
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A bit more on entanglement

Defn:  in an AC-category, call a state                              
maximally entangled if the corresponding map                    is 
unitary.

• What about multi-party entanglement?

f : A! B
!f" : I ! A! "B
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The problem with         .

Recall that the arrows of             have the following form:

• All points are separable!

• The “free quantum mechanics” on     has no multiparty 
entanglement

• If     is a unitary groupoid, then every 2-party state in the 
category             is either maximally entangled or separable.

To the extent that        is “quantum mechanics” it is not a very 
useful version of it!

A

A

FA

FKLA

FKLA

FKLA
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The problem

• The reason that        has no interesting entanglement is that 
the generators       have no monoidal structure, hence the 
only interacting spaces are the domain and codomain.

• We could freely construct a compact closed  category  on a 
symmetric monoidal category, but can we really claim that is 
globally entangled?

• We need a class of generators with some monoidal 
structure, but not too much.

FA
A
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Polycategories
Polycategories were introduced by Szabo to give categorical 
models for classical logic.  Also studied by Lambek in the 1960s.

Defn:  A compact symmetric polycategory     consists of:

• Objects 

• Polyarrows                  for lists of objects 

• Identities        for each object   .

P
ObjP

f : !! " !,"

idA A
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Polycategories

If             then given polyarrows

we can compose along    : 

|!| > 0

! f! "1,#,"2 and !1,#,!2
g! "

!

!1,!,!2
g
!!f ! "1,","2
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Polycategories

The composition is easier to understand from a picture:

Composition with identies obeys the usual law:

idA
A! f = f = f

A! idA
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Polycategories

Composition is associative, hence this diagram is unambiguous:
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Why polycategories?

• Every category is a polycategory.

• Symmetric monoidal category axioms imply the polycategory 
axioms

If any of:

• nullary composition, 

• parallel composition, or

• the  existence of identities on all sequences of objects 

is added to the polycategory axioms the resulting structure is just 
a symmetric monoidal  category.

Hence polycategories give a monoidal structure with no trivial 
composites.
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Why polycategories?

Disadvantage:

• No identities at compound maps means can't have all the   
equations we might want, e.g. 

in particular, unitarity is restricted to polyarrows between  
singletons.

CZ ! CZ = idQ,Q
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Circuits

Defn:  A graph with boundary is a pair              of an underlying 
directed graph                   and a distinguished subset of the 
degree one vertices      .

We permit loops and parallel edges, and, in addition to the usual 
graph structure we permit circles: closed edges without any 
vertex.

Defn:  A circuit is triple                                  where             is a 
finite directed graph with boundary with       partitioned into two 
totally ordered subsets                    .  In addition, every node  
carries a total ordering on its incoming and outgoing edges; the 
resulting sequences are written          and            respectively.  

(G, !G)
G = (V,E)

!G

! = (!,dom !, cod!) (!, !!)
!G

dom !, cod! x

in(x) out(x)
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Anatomy of a circuit
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Circuits form a compact category

We construct a category of abstract circuits Circ.

• Objects are signed ordinals:  maps 

• Arrow             are circuits whose domain and codomain are   
-   and    ;

• Composition is by ``plugging together'';

• Tensor defined by ``laying beside'';

•  Compact closed structure generated by 

{1, . . . , n}!{ +,"}
X ! Y

X! Y

! = " =
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Interesting subcategories

Lemma:  Let Circ+ denote the full subcategory of Circ 
determined by the positive objects;   then Circ+ is traced 
monoidal

Lemma: Let aCirc+ be the subcategory of Circ+ containing just 
those circuits whose graphs are acyclic; then aCirc+ is symmetric 
monoidal.
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Labelling

Given a compact polycategory    , generated by some set of 
polyarrows          we can embed    into Circ using a labelling on 
the edges and vertices of the circuit.

Defn:  A pair of maps                     is an    -labelling for a circuit  
when      maps each edge of    to an object in          and      maps 
each internal node of     to          such that for each node   , if

then: 

(We will assume that A is freely constructed from ArrA but this is not essential.)

! = (!O, !A) A !
!O ! ObA

A
ArrA A

!A

! ArrA f

in(f) = !a1, . . . , an"
out(f) = !b1, . . . , bm"

dom(!f) = !a1, . . . , !an

cod(!f) = !b1, . . . , !bm.
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-Labelled Circuits

If    is a labelling for     then          is an    -labelled circuit.

The    -labelled circuits form a category called            .

• Objects :  signed vectors of objects from    .

• Arrows :     -labelled circuits.

There is a forgetful functor

            inherits compact closure from 

! ! (!, !) A

A

A CircA
A

A

CircA

CircA U! Circ

Circ
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The coherence theorem

           is the free compact category generated  by    :

Theorem:  Given any compact category   , any compact closed 
functor                   factors uniquely through    .

A
!! CircA

C

G!

"

G
!

C
G : A!C !

CircA A
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Abstract Entanglement

We have a series of embeddings:

By considering the circuits we can identify different classes of  
entangled states:

• Connected and Acyclic:  Globally entangled; maximally 
entangled with respect to some partition:  

• Acyclic: Maximally entangled with respect to  some 
partition but globally separable:  

• Connected: Globally entangled but not maximally so:   

• Otherwise: Globally separable with no partition having 
maximal entanglement:  

A !
!M ! aCirc+A !

!T ! Circ+A !
!C ! CircA

|!! = !!T !Mf"

|!! = !!T (!Mf "!Mg)"

|!! = !TrA !T !Mf"

|!! = !TrA !T (!Mf "!Mg)"
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Generalised  Proof-nets

Another fully complete term calculus for AC-categories
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Generalising the axioms

The obvious way to generalise the LTS system is to add more 
generators as axioms.  For example:

Obviously this will make cut elimination a real pain, and create 
huge notational overhead.  

We abandon the sequent system, and work only with proof nets 
now.

Q ! Q,Q X-copy Q ! Q,Q Y -copy
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Generalising the axioms

We update the system of proof-nets with generalised axioms:

The rewrite rules are 
unchanged.
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Generalising the axioms

We update the system of proof-nets with generalised axioms:

The rewrite rules are 
unchanged.
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Normal form theorem

Pure logic, determined by 
premise

A unique A-labelled circuit

Pure logic determined by 
conclusion
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Full completeness theorem

Theorem:  Let P be a compact symmetric polycategory.  Then 
there is an equivalence of categories between the free AC-
category Circ(P) and the proof-net category PN(P).
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A small technical point

We assumed that the polycategory P was freely generated.  This is 
not essential:

• We can internalise the composition in the polycategory by 
considering homotopy equivalence of circuits.

• We can also use equivalence classes of circuits, provided our 
equations do not modify the topology.

Details of this can be found in my thesis.
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Conclusions

What went wrong and what needs to be done
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Summary

• We saw how to formalise some parts of quantum mechanics, 
specifically the parts needed for quantum computation in the 
language of dagger-compact categories and dagger-biproducts

• We saw the logical principles which correspond to the 
algebra of such categories --- they are rather odd!

• We proved the coherence theorem for AC-categories 
generated by a compact polycategory

• We the the free AC-category can be represented by a system 
of proof-nets, whose cut elimination represents the dynamics 
of the corresponding quantum process.
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The biproduct

We used the biproduct to encode the branching nature of 
quantum processes.

• The diagonal map shows the possibility of different choices:

• But what about the codiagonal?

• Semantically this corresponds to superposition rather than 
probabilistic mixing --- the wrong interpretation

• To properly address the issue of probabilities in QM we use 
Selinger’s CPM construction --- but this kills the biproducts.

Q
!! Q!Q

Q!Q
!! Q
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The biproduct

The biproduct fixes a particular matrix representation for the 
arrows, that is a basis.

• Bases play represent measurements in quantum mechanics - 
the spectra of self-adjoint operators

• In order to fully handle quantum measurements we must deal 
with different, incompatible measurements at the same time.

• Bases cannot be represeted by natural transformations - 
unlikely any “categorical logic” can help here  

The biproduct does not offer a good formalisation of this.  In the 
next talk we will drop the biproduct and find a more useful way 
to formalise quantum computation.
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